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Dynamic and Uncertainty Analysis of an
Exoskeletal Robot to Assist Paraplegics
Motion
Dynamic modeling of the lower extremity exoskeletons for assisting
paraplegic patient’s mobility has been addressed in this paper. Three distinct
phases which manifests to three different dynamic models have been
identified for anterior-posterior motion analysis. Design of the proper
actuators to compensate the inertial effects of the exoskeleton, joint stiffness
and damping torques are estimated using uncertainty analysis. Simulation
results show that the anthropometric design of the assistive system was
achieved when the mass and inertia of the exoskeleton leg segments are
increased up to 60% of the corresponding human leg segments. A dynamic
model based on CGA data employing neuro-fuzzy inference system with an
optimum distribution of the membership functions and minimum fuzzy rule
bases was introduced for control purposes.
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1 Introduction
The emergence of robotic technology in recent years has brought about the potential for
creating new assistive devices that can be employed in bio-engineering applications. One of
the human limitations in performing physical tasks is muscles’ strength. In addition muscle
strength may be decreased substantially as a result of neuromuscular diseases or dystrophy in
disabled people. People with gait disorder or paraplegia can only move around by wheelchair
or by using a wheeled walker. Paraplegic people who are unable to walk without assistance
may lose muscular strength in their legs and become bedridden. The most effective method
ensuring that these people do not become bedridden is to provide a way for them to walk
without assistance from a care-give. If individuals with paraplegia were able to stand
comfortably and walk for a prolonged period of time, it would have many therapeutic,
psychological and practical advantages. Much of the researches regarding the control of
paraplegic standing have been focused on the use of artificial stimulation to activate paralysed
muscles and to partially restore motor function [1-2]. Paraplegic standing supported by
Functional Electrical Stimulation (FES) controlled ankle or supplementary hip stiffness
devices has been another method that should be investigated [3-5]. Other researchers have
proposed employing Electromyographic (EMG) signatures for FES-walking control [6-8].
The efficiency of these methods, to a large extent, depends on the positioning of the
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stimulation electrodes on the patients body. On the other hand, the inability to control the
trajectory of the swinging leg during FES assisted gait prevents its accurate placement at a
desired position on the ground at the end of the swing phase. In addition to rapid muscle
fatigue, limitation in standing time and walking distance result from stimulated muscles
contraction and poor control of joint torques resulting in non-repeatable steps are the other
disadvantages of this method. These limitations can be partially overcome with hybrid
systems that combine FES method with a lower limb orthotic brace. Orthoses can guide or
limit the directions in which the limbs move, thus simplifying control problem. On the other
hand orthosis joints may be locked which can reduce the effects of stimulated muscle fatigue.
Reciprocating gait orthosis (RGO), locks the knee joints to provide upright support for
standing and couples the hip joints in a reciprocal motion so that the hip flexion occurs by
extending the contralateral hip [9-10]. Other hybrid approaches that lock the knee joints
include the Para-walker system [11], the hip guidance orthesis [12], and the steeper advanced
reciprocating gait orthosis (ARGO) [13]. Mechanical locking of the knee joints can improve
the performance of FES-aided walking but lead to a stiff-legged gait with lifting or tilting of
the upper body required to provide the swing with sufficient ground clearance that, in turn,
can lead to increased upper body energy expenditure [14]. Additionally, control of limb
trajectories is difficult because the response of muscle to stimulation is not repeatable. In
recent years, several studies have demonstrated that treadmill stepping with partial bodyweight support can improve walking in patients with spinal cord injury [15-16]. In this
method locomotor task such as starting, stopping, turning, and avoiding obstacles are not
represented in most body-weight supported treadmill training paradigms. To reduce therapist
effort, research groups around the world have developed a host of robotic devices for assisting
treadmill stepping [17-18]. A complementary approach that has not been adequately explored
is to use powered lower limb orthoses for locomotor training [19]. Engineers have long
attempted to build lower extremity powered exoskeletons that could replace lost motor
function of individuals with muscular dystrophy. The first walking robotic exoskeleton was
developed to provide motion assistance in the frontal and sagittal plane [20]. At the same time
another hydraulic exoskeleton with dual axis hip, dual axis ankle and single axis knee was
developed [21]. Hybrid Assistive Limb (HAL) is an electromechanical powered exoskeleton
that includes four harmonic drive DC motors to generate the assisted torques at knee and hip
joints [22]. Two different prototypes of the power augmentation exoskeletons were developed
to increase human motor abilities during the last decade [23-24].
The main objective of this paper is getting better insight into the dynamic modeling and
uncertainty analysis of a robotic exoskeletal system employed to assist the paraplegic patients
locomotion. Derivations of the governing equations of motion for three distinct phases of
motion in the sagittal plane are accomplished. Sensitivity analysis of the system due to
variation of the system parameters, such as exoskeleton’s link masses and inertias is
investigated in order to design proper actuation system and employ a high performance
control strategy. Simulation results show that the exoskeleton anthropometric design based on
human CGA data, takes into account the effects of the mass and inertia of the exoskeleton leg
segments, joint stiffness and damping torques. Since the analytical dynamic models for such
systems are complicated and nonlinear, then a dynamic model based on adaptive neuro-fuzzy
inference system (ANFIS) is proposed. Using ANFIS model can facilitate modeling of the
stable gait dynamics with an optimum distribution of the membership functions and minimum
fuzzy rule bases; therefore, improving computational efficiency in fast dynamic simulations
and real-time control implementations will be resulted.
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2 Multibody Modeling of the Assistive System and Patient
The knowledge required to design and control mechanical systems can be in the form of
mathematical models, expert knowledge, or a combination of both. In rehabilitation systems,
the device to be applied is often designed and controlled by using mathematical approaches,
while in diagnostic techniques, expert approaches are preferred.
The multibody system approach is widely used for the analysis of dynamic behavior of
systems with large motions where the deformations of the bodies may be neglected. The
human skeleton can be treated as a complex nonlinear multivariable system. Several attempts
have been made to design anthropometric systems and reduce the high dimensionality of the
natural locomotion manipulative system when synthesizing a system using artificial skeletal
activity. The most basic design requirement for any lower extremity exoskeleton is to support
human weight during walking. In this regard the lower limbs joint power analysis of a human
during level walking may be useful for proper selection of the exoskeleton degrees of freedom
to be actuated. Kinetic analysis of human lower limbs during level walking demonstrates that
the major portion of joint power consumption occurres in sagittal plane. On the hand, the
power consumption in the frontal and transverse planes are very small [25]. For this reason
the degrees of freedom of the exoskeletal system can be limited to the anterior-posterior
motion in sagittal plane. The other important parameter which has been considered in
assistive methods is the kinematic compatibility of the employed mechanism with body
segments. In other words, mechanism used in the exoskeleton structure must have an
anthropometric form. In this research the exoskeleton with a similar architecture of the
mechanism introduced in [24] is employed as assistive mechanism. The mechanism has foot,
thighs, shanks and a rigid spine. Additionally the length of the thigh and shank can be
adjusted according to patient’s limb lengths. As the lower limb can not be controlled in
paraplegic patients then the exoskeleton was rigidly attached to the patient’s limb at the feet,
thighs, shanks and bindings at the torso. The patient-exoskeleton system is depicted in Figure
1(a). The patient-exoskeleton system is regarded as a biomechanical system with seven rigid
bodies in sagittal plane as depicted in Figure 1(b). The seven segments represent the left and
right thighs, the shanks and the feet, in addition, the head, arms and trunk (HAT) are
represented by one segment. Each of the feet is represented by a triangle of appropriate shape.
The planar model of the exoskeleton and patient, accounts only for anterior-posterior motion
of the body. The parameters of the exoskeleton and patient are defined in the nomenclature.
Biomechanical studies of walking frequently identify seven or more distinct phases of the
human walking gait cycle [25]. For simplicity in dynamic modelling and control, the patientexoskeleton walking cycle is divided into three distinct phases, which manifest to three
different dynamic models:
1- Swing: One leg is situated flat on the ground and the other is in swing.
2- Stance phase with double support: Both patient-exoskeleton feet have contact with the
ground. One leg is pivoting on the toe and the other is pivoting on the heel.
3- Terminal stance: One leg is situated flat on the ground and the other is pivoting on the
toe.
Lagrangian mechanics provides the most direct approach for deriving governing equations
of motion in these cases. The detailed formulations of the Lagrangian are omitted because the
intermediate expressions are very long. The Lagrangian mechanics approach requires the
formation of the Lagrangian, given by:
(1)
L = T −V
kinetic and potential energies of the system written in terms of the generalized coordinates,
θ i and θ&i , the resulting equations of motion are written as:
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i = 1,...,7

(2)

Therefore, the inverse dynamics of the patient-exoskeleton can be written in the general form
as:
M (θ )θ&& + C (θ ,θ&) + P(θ ) = T

(3)

The total torque exerted on each joint of the exoskeleton is a combination of the passive joint
moment of the paraplegics and the torque generated by exoskeleton itself (i.e. the hydraulic
actuators, damping friction torque and stiffness torque due to hydraulic hoses, etc.). The
internal moment developed about the human joint during a functional activity is the result of
contraction of muscles and the visco-elastic properties of the joint and its surrounding soft
tissues. In other words, a combination of the active and passive components develops the total
internal joint moments during level walking. The lower extremity muscles of the paraplegic
patients loose their connections to the spinal cord and higher level control centers, which still
their peripheral nerve intact are maintained; therefore, they have no active contribution in the
joint moments during walking. Some researches clearly demonstrate that there is considerable
difference between paraplegic and able-bodied individuals’ lower extremity passive elastic
joint moments [27-28]. They proposed a general mathematical model for lower limb passive
joint moments of paraplegics as a function of the adjacent joint angles as follows [29-30]:
M elast = exp(c1 + c2θ distal + c3θ + c4θ proximal ) − exp(c5 + c6θ distal + c7θ + c8θ proximal ) + c9 + M K*

(4)

An additional term M K* = exp(c10 + c11θ ) is added to the Equation (4) only when computing the
moment of the knee joint. This accounts for the steep increase of elastic joint moment
developed in knee joint when the knee is hyper-extended (this may be due to the posterior
joint capsule). Exact procedure and parameter values are presented in [29-30] extensively.
The actuator torque can be estimated from the force sensor and the joint angle encoder
measurements; the stiffness torque is expected to be a function only of joint angles and the
damping torque is expected to be a function only of a joint angular velocity. We will now
present the elements of M, C and P matrices for three distinct phases of the gait cycle.
2.1 Swing phase
In this phase, the right foot of the patient-exoskeleton is situated flat on the ground and the
left foot is in swinging. In other words the patient-exoskeleton is pivoted on the right ankle
and it can be modeled as a seven-DOF serial link mechanism in the sagittal plane. The
dynamics of the system can be written in the form as follows:
⎡m22
⎢m
⎢ 32
⎢m42
⎢
⎢ m52
⎢ m62
⎢
⎣⎢ m72

m 23
m33

m 24
m34

m 25
m35

m 26
m36

m 43
m53

m 44
0

0
m55

0
m56

m63
m73

0
0

m65
m74

m66
m75

m 27 ⎤ ⎡θ&&2 ⎤ ⎡m 23θ&32 tθ 23 + m 24θ&42 tθ 24 + m 25θ&52 tθ 25 + m 26θ&62 tθ 26 + m 27θ&72 tθ 27 ⎤ ⎡ p 2 ⎤ ⎡T2 ⎤
⎢ ⎥ ⎢
⎥
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m76 ⎦⎥ ⎢⎣θ 7 ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ m72θ 2 tθ 72 + m73θ 3 tθ 73 + m74θ 4 tθ 74 + m75θ 5 tθ 75 + m76θ 6 tθ 76 ⎥⎦ ⎣⎢ p 7 ⎦⎥ ⎣⎢T7 ⎦⎥

(5)
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The detailed description for elements of the inertial, centripetal and Coriolis matrices in the
swing phase are given in Appendix A.1. As illustrated in equation (5), the dynamics of the
supporting foot (i.e. D.O.F. associated with θ1) does not appear in the equations of motion.
Note that tθ ij and Cθ ij notation in the equations of motion denote tan(θi − θ j ) and
cos(θi − θ j ) respectively.

2.2 Stance phase with double support
In this phase, both patient-exoskeleton feet have contact with the ground; therefore, right leg
is pivoting on the toe and the left leg is pivoting on the heel. The patient-exoskeleton is
modeled as two planar three-DOF serial link mechanisms that are connected to each other
along their uppermost link. The dynamics of the system can be written in the form as follows:
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(6)

The detailed description for elements of the inertial, centripetal and Coriolis matrices in the
stance phase with double support case are given in Appendix A.2. It is clear that in the double
support case, when both feet are flat on the ground, the dynamics of the supporting feet (i.e.
D.O.F. associated with θ1 and θ7) do not enter into the equations of motion.
2.3 Terminal stance
In this phase, the patient-exoskeleton right foot is situated flat on the ground and the left foot
is pivoting on the toe. In this case, the patient-exoskeleton is modeled as a three-DOF serial
link mechanism for the stance leg with the foot flat on the ground and a four-DOF serial link
mechanism for the other leg that is pivoting on the toe. The dynamics of the system can be
written in the form as follows:
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(7)
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The detailed description for elements of the inertial, centripetal and Coriolis matrices in the
terminal stance case are similar to the parameters given in Appendix A.1, except for the
parameters given in Appendix A.3.

3 Dynamic Model Uncertainty Analysis and Simulation Results
The main features that should be considered in the locomotion assistive system design for
paraplegic patients are kinematic and kinetic similarity of the mechanism to the human lower
limb structure. Besides the light weight is a critical parameter which is accessible by utilizing
higher strength to weight ratio materials. However, there are many unknown factors acting
within the exoskeleton caused by friction, stiffness and damping of various elements. For this
model based simulation study, since the exact values for masses and inertias of the
mechanism leg segments are not available, the effects of these parameters on the actuation
torques were taken into account using uncertainty analysis. Validation of the proposed
dynamic model is however, necessary before uncertainty analysis. The proposed model
represents the dynamic model of a human in the sagittal plane if the assistive mechanism
removed. However, in this case the total joint torque in lower extremity of the able-bodied
individual is a combination of the active and passive components of the net joint moments.
The effects of joint muscle-tendon complex are represented by damped torsional springs
which connect the adjacent segments together. The stiffness and damping coefficients of the
ankle, knee and hip joints which were assumed in the simulation study are given in Table 1
[31-32]. The anthropometric data used to simulate the dynamic equations are based on the
measurements made on five males subjects (age 26±3 yr., height 177±3 cm, and weight
70.1±7.8 kg) and given in Table 2 [34]. The simulation, based on the equations of motion,
includes the logic for progressing through the different phases of the walking cycle.
Simulation results form the proposed model and standard variation of the adjusted CGA data
for ankle, knee and hip flexion-extension torques during level walking which was reported in
[33] are compared and shown in Figure 2. As illustrated in this figure, there are very good
agreement between the computed joint torques from the proposed model and CGA data of the
ankle, knee and hip flexion-extension torques. Therefore, this model can be used for further
analysis such as the patient-exoskeleton model uncertainties analysis.
Since the exact values of mass and moment of inertia for the mechanism leg segments are
not available, therefore the best estimate of the additional joint torques needed to compensate
these effects are obtained by joint torques uncertainty analysis. The propagation of uncertainty
to actuator joint torques due to the masses and inertias of the assistive mechanism leg segment
can be formulated as follows:
⎡⎛ ∂T
uTi = ⎢⎜ i um f
⎢⎜ ∂m f
⎣⎝
i = 1,..., 7

2

2

1/ 2

2
2
2
2
2
2
⎞ ⎛ ∂Ti
⎞ ⎛ ∂T
⎞ ⎛ ∂T
⎞ ⎛ ∂T
⎞ ⎛ ∂T
⎞ ⎛ ∂T
⎞ ⎛ ∂T
⎞ ⎤
u I f ⎟ + ⎜ i ums ⎟ + ⎜ i uI s ⎟ + ⎜ i umt ⎟ + ⎜ i uIt ⎟ + ⎜ i umh ⎟ + ⎜ i u I h ⎟ ⎥
⎟⎟ + ⎜⎜
⎟
⎠ ⎝ ∂I s
⎠ ⎝ ∂mt
⎠ ⎝ ∂I t
⎠ ⎝ ∂mh
⎠ ⎝ ∂I h
⎠ ⎥⎦
⎠ ⎝ ∂I f
⎠ ⎝ ∂ms

(8)

Uncertainties in the actuation joint torques are calculated according to Equation (8) for
different phases of walking cycle. The detailed analytical formulation of the uncertainties in
each phase of the walking cycle is omitted for the sake of brevity. The mass and inertia
uncertainties considered for each leg segments are 30%, 60% and 90% of the corresponding
human leg segments' data of Table 2. The related total uncertainties in the actuation joint
torques are calculated based on Equation (8) and related phase during a complete walking
cycle. The total joint torques relative to the mean CGA data of the flexion-extension joint
torques during a complete walking cycle are depicted in Figure 3. As a result for the actuation
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system design based on CGA data, a correction factor of 1.3 for the knee and hip joints must
be considered if the mechanism leg segments properties increase up to 90% of the
corresponding values given in Table 2. The uncertainty propagation analysis results show that
the assistive actuation mechanism design based on CGA data will satisfy the locomotion
requirements for paraplegic patients. Equations (5) - (7) are nonlinear and complicated for
real-time control applications. Besides, progressing through the different phases of walking
cycle must be taken into account in the simulation and control design stage. As such, these
equations seem not to be satisfactory for real-time control applications. For a more efficient
dynamic model, in real-time simulation and control applications, another dynamic modeling
approach based on CGA data of joint angles and joint torques is proposed. The dynamic
model of the patient-exoskeleton is realized based on adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system.
The details of the adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system and design procedures are given in
the following section.

4 Dynamic Modeling Based on Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System
Adaptive network based fuzzy inference system-ANFIS, can simulate and analyze the
mapping relation between the input and output data through hybrid learning to determine the
optimal distribution of membership functions. It is mainly based on the fuzzy if-then rules of
Takagi and Sugeno’s type [35-36]. ANFIS architecture comprises five layers, adjustable and
fixed nodes. After manipulation by the node function in each layer, the output serves as the
input signal for the next layer. In this study the ANFIS model has three inputs, i.e. joint angle,
angular velocity and angular acceleration, and one out put, i.e. joint moment. The equivalent
ANFIS architecture of Takagi and Sugeno’s type with linguistic variables of Ai, Bi and Ci is
depicted in Figure 4. In this structure the square nodes are considered adjustable and circle
nodes are fixed. For simplicity in the first step the number of linguistic variables for each
input is considered equal. The rule base may contain three fuzzy if-then rules as follows:
Rule1: if θi is A1 and ωi is B1 and αi is C1 then T1 = p1θi +q1ωi +r1αi +s1
Rule2: if θi is A2 and ωi is B2 and αi is C2 then T2 = p2θi +q2ωi +r2αi +s2
Rule3: if θi is A3 and ωi is B3 and αi is C3 then T3 = p3θi +q3ωi +r3αi +s3
The node function in layer 1 is bell-shape membership functions with maximum and
minimum equal to 1 and 0 respectively, as follows:
µ ( x) =

1
1 + ( x − ci ) ai

2 bi

(9)

It is significant that if the values of this parameter set change, the bell-shape function will be
changed accordingly. The node function in layer 2 multiply the input signals, and the output
signal of this node, wi, dictate the firing strength of a rule. The output of the layer 2 serves as
input to layer 3; in this layer normalization of the firing strength is done; therefore, the output
of this layer, wi , is achieved. The output of the layer 3 is multiplied by the rule base of the
inference system which is a function of the consequent parameters set {pi, qi, ri, si}. The
overall output of ANFIS is computed by fixed nodes in layer 5, with node function described
by:
O5,i =

∑wT = wT
∑
∑w
i i

i i

i

(10)
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Explicitly, this layer totals the node’s output in the previous layer giving the output of the
whole network. The architecture of ANFIS, shows that the output can be expressed as:
output = F(I,S)

(11)

where I and S are the set of input variables and sum of the premise parameters S1={ai, bi, ci}
and S2={pi, qi, ri, si}, respectively. There exists an identity function H such that the
composite of HoF is a linear function of consequent parameters S2. If M and P denote the total
number of consequent parameters S2, and the number of training data, respectively, and the
number of training data P is greater than the number of linear parameters M, a least squares
estimate is used to find the consequent parameters set. On the other hand, the error measure
for the pth (1≤ p ≤P) training data can be defined as the sum of squared errors:
E p = ∑ (Tm , p − Om , p ) 2

(12)

m =1

where Tm,p is the mth component of the pth target output vector. Om,p is the mth component of
actual output vector produced by the presentation of the pth input vector. Therefore, the
overall error measure is equal to E = ∑ E p and the derivative of the overall error measure E
with respect to a premise parameter α will be calculated as:
p
∂E p
∂E
=∑
∂α p =1 ∂α

(13)

The update formula for the premise parameter α is:
∆α = −η

∂E
,
∂α

η=

k
⎛ ∂E ⎞
⎟
⎜
∑
α ⎝ ∂α ⎠

2

(14)

where k is the step size, which can be changed to vary the speed of convergence. Now, it is
possible to combine the gradient method and the least square estimate to update the
parameters of ANFIS. As each epoch of the hybrid-learning algorithm involves a forward
pass and a backward pass in the ANFIS, the output of the whole network system will be a
linear combination of the consequent parameters. Based on this characteristic, the node
outputs go forward up to the 4th layer, the consequent parameters can be identified by the least
square estimate in the forward pass. Additionally, the error rates of each node output
propagate toward layer 1, and the premise parameters are updated by the gradient descent
using Equation (14) in the backward pass. The merit of a hybrid-learning algorithm is that it
can efficiently obtain the optimal premise parameters and consequent parameters in the
learning process.
In the training process of the ANFIS model, CGA data of joint angles and torques during
normal walking which is reported in [33] are utilized to develop the dynamic model of the
patient-exoskeleton and its related uncertainties. The pattern is developed to adjust the joint
torques based on the joint’s angle, angular velocity and angular acceleration. The product
function is used for logical and, and the output is a linear combination of the inputs.
Clustering is applied to the training data using MATLAB toolbox. Bell-shape membership
functions are used during the clustering process. A hybrid training algorithm, which is a
combination of the gradient descent algorithm and the least square estimation algorithm, is
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used for the training process. The cost function to be minimized was the mean least square
error (MSE). Effect of the variations in CGA data and their bounds is taken into account in
the learning process. Two sets of 1272 data points related to the upper and lower bounds of
the CGA data are used as the training and checking data during learning process. After
training, distribution of membership functions for joint angle, angular velocity and angular
acceleration, and the number of the rules for each joint are derived. As there are overlapping
membership functions, pruning was performed manually by merging two membership
functions, and the ANFIS network is retrained. The system is pruned and retrained until
minimum membership functions for each joint are achieved. Validation of the proposed
model is considered by employing the 1272 data points related to the mean values of CGA
angle data for ankle, knee and hip joints. The outputs of the model are compared with
corresponding mean values of CGA data of joint torques and depicted in Figure 5. As
illustrated in this figure there are very good agreements between the CGA data of joint
torques and the outputs of the proposed model. Accordingly the proposed model represents
the dynamical model of the patient-exoskeleton covering the effects of joint stiffness and
damping torques. The proposed model is very simple and it can be used in simulation and
control design purposes easily. Derived input membership functions for ankle, knee and hip
angle, angular velocity and angular accelerations are depicted in Figures 6 to 8, respectively.
In these figures Z, P, N, M, L, T, O, and A stand for zero, positive, negative, medium, large,
joint angle, angular velocity and angular acceleration, respectively. In the proposed model,
number of rules for controlling the ankle, knee and hip joint torques were 4, 6 and 5,
respectively. The rules associated with ankle, knee and hip joint torques are illustrated in
Tables 5 to 6, respectively. TA, TK, and TH are the torques needed for ankle, knee and hip
joints of the exoskeleton during level walking. The detailed formulation and training process
described in [37].

5 Conclusions
The basic outcome of this research is getting a better insight into the dynamic modelling and
uncertainty propagation analysis of the motion assistive mechanisms. Lagrangian mechanics
approach was employed to obtain the mathematical models of the patient-exoskeleton during
three distinct phases of gait cycle in sagittal plane. The proposed dynamical model was
validated based on CGA data during level walking. Since the uncertainties in mass and inertia
of the assistive system and patient leg segments can not be avoided, then the additional joint
torques needed to compensate these inertial effects were estimated based on uncertainty
analysis. Simulation results show that there is no need a correction factor for the mechanism
actuation system selection based on CGA data when the mass and moment of inertia
uncertainty is less than 60% of the corresponding human leg segments. The results point to
the fact that utilizing materials with high strength to weight ratio in the structure of the
assistive mechanism make it more anthropometric. Since the analytical dynamic model is
complicated and nonlinear, a faster and more efficient dynamic model, based on ANFIS, was
proposed. This model is useful for real-time simulation and control applications. Using
adaptive neuro-fuzzy systems facilitates modeling of the stable gait dynamic with an optimum
distribution of the membership functions and minimum fuzzy rule bases. The proposed model
was validated using CGA data of level walking.
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Nomenclature
g
hf
hGf
mf
ms
mt
mh
If
Is
It
Ih
LGs
Ls
LGt
Lt
LGh
LGf
V
T

Gravitational constant
Exoskeleton and patient heel to ankle distance
Exoskeleton and patient heel to CG distance
Exoskeleton and patient foot mass
Exoskeleton and patient shank mass
Exoskeleton and patient thigh mass
Exoskeleton and patient HAT mass
Exoskeleton and patient foot moment of inertia about CG
Exoskeleton and patient shank moment of inertia about CG
Exoskeleton and patient thigh moment of inertia about CG
Exoskeleton and patient HAT moment of inertia about CG
Exoskeleton and patient ankle to shank CG distance
Exoskeleton and patient shank length
Exoskeleton and patient knee to thigh CG distance
Exoskeleton and patient thigh length
Exoskeleton and patient hip to CG of patient HAT distance
Exoskeleton and patient ankle to CG distance
Potential energy
7×1 total torque vector exerted on the joints

Greek symbols

θdistal
θproximal

{ai, bi, ci}

α1
α2
α3

Angle of the proximal joint
Angle of the distal joint
Premise parameter set
Angle between sole and ankle measured at the toe
Angle between sole and CG measured at the heel
Angle between sole and ankle measured at the heel
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Appendix
A1 Elements of inertial, centripetal and Coriolis matrices in single support case

2

m22 = I s + m s LGs + ( mh + 2mt + m s + m f ) Ls

2

m23 = {mt LGt + (mh + mt + m s + m f ) Lt }Ls Cθ 23
m24 = mh LGh Ls Cθ 24
m25 = {mt ( Lt − LGt ) + (m s + m f ) Lt }Ls Cθ 25
m26 = {m s ( Ls − LGs ) + m f Ls }Ls Cθ 26
m27 = −m f LGf Ls Cθ 27
2

m33 = I t + mt LGt + (mh + mt + m s + m f ) Lt

2

m34 = mh LGh Lt Cθ 34
m35 = {mt ( Lt − LGt ) + (m s + m f ) Lt }Lt Cθ 35
m36 = {m s ( Ls − LGs ) + m f Ls }Ls Cθ 36
m37 = − m f LGf Lt Cθ 37
m44 = I h + mh LGh

2

m55 = I t + mt ( Lt − LGt ) 2 + ( m s + m f ) Lt

2

m56 = {m s ( Ls − LGs ) + m f Ls }Lt Cθ 56
m57 = − m f LGf Lt Cθ 57
m66 = I s + m s ( Ls − LGs ) 2 + m f Ls

2

m67 = − m f LGf Ls Cθ 67
m77 = I f + m f LGf

2

m45 = m46 = m47 = 0
p 2 = {m s LGs + (2mt + mh + m s + m f ) Ls }gCθ 2
p3 = {mt LGt + ( mh + mt + m s + m f ) Lt }gCθ 3
p 4 = mh LGh gCθ 4
p5 = −(m s + m f ) Lt gCθ 5
p 6 = −{m s ( Ls − LGs ) + m f Ls }gCθ 6
p 7 = −m f LGf gCθ 7
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A.2 Elements of inertial, centripetal and Coriolis matrices in double support case

2

m11 = m f hGf + I f + (ms + mt )h f

2

m12 = {ms LGs h f + mt Ls h f }Cθ12
m13 = mt LGt h f Cθ13
2

m22 = I s + ms LGs + mt Ls

2

m23 = mt LGt Ls Cθ 23
m33 = I t + mt LGt

2

m44 = I h + mh LGh

2

m45 = mh LGh Lt Cθ 45
m46 = mh LGh Ls Cθ 46
m47 = 2mh LGh LGf Cθ 47
2

m55 = I t + mt LGt + mh Lt

2

m56 = {mt LGt Ls + mh Ls Lt }Cθ 56
m57 = {2mt LGt + 2mh Lt }LGf Cθ 57
2

m66 = I s + ms LGs + (mh + mt ) Ls

2

m67 = {2(mh + mt ) Ls + 2ms LGs }LGf Cθ 67
m77 = I f + 4(0.25m f + mh + mt + ms ) LGf

2

p1 = m f ghGf cos(θ1 − α 3 + α 2 ) + (ms + mt ) gh f Cθ1
p2 = {ms LGs + mt Ls }gCθ 2
p3 = mt LGt gCθ 3
p4 = mh LGh gCθ 4
p5 = {mh Lt + mt LGt }gCθ 5
p6 = {(mh + mt ) Ls + ms LGs }gCθ 6
p7 = {2(mh + mt + ms ) + m f }LGf gCθ 7

A.3 Elements of inertial, centripetal and Coriolis matrices in terminal stance case
2

2

m11 = h f (2m s + 2mt + m h + m f ) + m f hGf + I f
m12 = h f {m s LGs + (2mt + mh + m s + m f ) Ls }Cθ12
m13 = h f {mt LGt + (mh + mt + m s + m f ) Lt }Cθ13
m14 = h f mh LGt Cθ14
m15 = h f {mt ( Lt − LGt ) + (m s + m f ) Lt }Cθ 15
m16 = h f {m s ( Ls − LGs ) + m f Ls }Cθ16
m17 = h f m f LGf Cθ17
m 27 = m f LGf Ls Cθ 27
m37 = m f LGf Lt Cθ 37
m57 = m f LGf Lt Cθ 57
m67 = m f LGf Ls Cθ 67
p1 = {m f hGf + (2m s + 2mt + m h + m f )h f }gCθ1
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Tables
Table 1 Leg joint stiffness and damping
Joint
Ankle
Knee
Hip

Stiffness (Nm/8) [31]
4.87
3.39
3.60

Damping (Nms/8) [31-32]
< 0.013

Table 2 The anthropometric data for human leg segments
LGf =0.126
LGt =0.1715
α2 =0.305
mt =8.806

hf =0.120
Lt =0.432
mf =1.2
It =0.1337

HGf =0.194
LGh =0.3202
If =0.0089
mh =43.563

LGs =0.2294

Ls =0.435

α1 =0.581

α3 =0.955

ms =3.510
Ih =3.555

Is =0.0484
g =9.807

Table 3 The rule base of the ANFIS system for ankle joint torque.
Rule
No.
1
2
3
4

Antecedent
θ Ankle
NT
ZT
PT
NT

Consequent
ω Ankle
NO
NO
NO
PO

α Ankle
PA
NA
NA
NA

TAnkle
TA1
TA2
TA3
TA4

Table 4 The rule base of the ANFIS system for knee joint torque.
Rule
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Antecedent
θ Knee
ZT
PLT
PST
ZT
PMT
PLT

Consequent
ω Knee
ZO
NO
ZO
NO
NO
PO

α Knee
PMA
NLA
ZA
PLA
ZA
NLA

TKnee
TK1
TK2
TK2
TN3
TN4
TN5

Table 5 The rule base of the ANFIS system for hip joint torque.
Rule
No.
1
2
3
4
5

Antecedent
θ Hip
PLT
PMT
PST
NST
ZT

Consequent
ω Hip
ZO
PO
ZO
ZO
PO

α Hip
NMA
NLA
ZA
ZA
PLA

THip
TH1
TH2
TH3
TH4
TH5
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Figures

Figure 1 (a) Patient and the assistive exoskeletal mechanism
(b) limb angles and limb length parameters

Figure 2 Standard variation of adjusted CGA data for the ankle, knee and hip flexion-extension
torques (solid lines) and computed values from the proposed dynamical model (circle).
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Figure 3 Standard variation of adjusted CGA data for the ankle, knee and hip
flexion-extension torques and required joint torques due to 30%, 60% and 90%
uncertainties in exoskeleton leg segment properties.

Figure 4 The architecture of Takagi and Sugeno’s type ANFIS
model to estimate joint torques
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Figure 5 Validation of the proposed ANFIS dynamical model
(o) the mean value of CGA data of joint torques
(*) the output of the ANFIS dynamical model

Figure 6 The input membership functions of ankle joint angle, angular velocity
and angular acceleration of the final ANFIS system.
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Figure 7 The input membership functions of knee joint angle, angular velocity
and angular acceleration of the final ANFIS system.

Figure 8 The input membership functions of hip joint angle, angular velocity
and angular acceleration of the final ANFIS system.
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ﭼﻜﻴﺪﻩ
ﺩﺭ ﺍﻳﻦ ﻣﻘﺎﻟﻪ ﻣﺪﻟﺴﺎﺯﻱ ﺩﻳﻨﺎﻣﻴﻜﻲ ﺭﺑﺎﺕ ﻫﺎﻱ ﺗﻮﺍﻥ ﺩﻫﻲ ﭘﻮﺷﻴﺪﻧﻲ ﺑﺮﺍﻱ ﻛﻤﻚ ﺑﻪ ﺭﺍﻩ ﺭﻓﺘﻦ ﺑﻴﻤﺎﺭﺍﻥ ﻗﻄﻊ ﻧﺨﺎﻋﻲ
ﺍﺭﺍﺋﻪ ﺷﺪﻩ ﺍﺳﺖ .ﺗﺤﻠﻴﻞ ﺣﺮﻛﺖ ﺻﻔﺤﻪ ﺍﻱ ﺳﻴﺴﺘﻢ ﺑﺎ ﺗﻘﺴﻴﻢ ﻳﻚ ﺳﻴﻜﻞ ﻛﺎﻣﻞ ﺭﺍﻩ ﺭﻓﺘﻦ ﺑﻪ ﺳﻪ ﻓﺎﺯ ﻣﺠﺰﺍ ﻭ
ﺍﺳﺘﺨﺮﺍﺝ ﻣﻌﺎﺩﻻﺕ ﺩﻳﻨﺎﻣﻴﻜﻲ ﻣﺘﻨﺎﻇﺮ ﺍﺭﺍﺋﻪ ﺷﺪﻩ ﺍﺳﺖ .ﺑﺎ ﺍﺳﺘﻔﺎﺩﻩ ﺍﺯ ﻣﻌﺎﺩﻻﺕ ﺩﻳﻨﺎﻣﻴﻜﻲ ﺑﺪﺳﺖ ﺁﻣﺪﻩ ﻣﻘﺪﺍﺭ
ﮔﺸﺘﺎﻭﺭ ﻣﻮﺭﺩ ﻧﻴﺎﺯ ﺩﺭ ﻣﻔﺎﺻﻞ ﺭﺑﺎﺕ ﺑﺮﺍﻱ ﻏﻠﺒﻪ ﺑﺮ ﻋﻮﺍﻣﻠﻲ ﻧﻈﻴﺮ ﺍﺛﺮﺍﺕ ﺟﺮﻡ ﻭ ﺍﻳﻨﺮﺳﻲ ﺍﺟﺰﺍﺀ ﺭﺑﺎﺕ ،ﺍﺛﺮﺍﺕ ﻣﺮﺑﻮﻁ
ﺑﻪ ﻓﻨﺮﻳﺖ ﻭ ﻣﻴﺮﺍﻳﻲ ﺍﺗﺼﺎﻻﺕ ﺭﺑﺎﺕ ﺑﺎ ﺍﺳﺘﻔﺎﺩﻩ ﺍﺯ ﺁﻧﺎﻟﻴﺰ ﻋﺪﻡ ﻗﻄﻌﻴﺖ ﻣﺤﺎﺳﺒﻪ ﺷﺪﻩ ﺍﺳﺖ .ﻧﺘﺎﻳﺞ ﺣﺎﺻﻞ ﺍﺯ ﺷﺒﻴﻪ
ﺳﺎﺯﻱ ﺑﻴﺎﻧﮕﺮ ﺍﻳﻦ ﻭﺍﻗﻌﻴﺖ ﺍﺳﺖ ﻛﻪ ﺍﮔﺮ ﺍﻧﺘﺨﺎﺏ ﻣﻜﺎﻧﻴﺰﻡ ﻋﻤﻠﮕﺮﻫﺎﻱ ﺭﺑﺎﺕ ﺑﺮ ﻣﺒﻨﺎﻱ ﺩﺍﺩﻩ ﻫﺎﻱ ﺳﻴﻨﺘﻴﻜﻲ ﺭﺍﻩ
ﺭﻓﺘﻦ ﻳﻚ ﺍﻧﺴﺎﻥ ﺳﺎﻟﻢ ﺍﻧﺠﺎﻡ ﮔﻴﺮﺩ ﻣﻴﺘﻮﺍﻥ ﺟﺮﻡ ﻭ ﺍﻳﻨﺮﺳﻲ ﺍﺟﺰﺍﺀ ﺭﺑﺎﺕ ﺭﺍ ﺗﺎ  ۶۰%ﺟﺮﻡ ﻭ ﺍﻳﻨﺮﺳﻲ ﻣﺘﻨﺎﻇﺮ ﺍﻧﺪﺍﻡ
ﻫﺎﻱ ﺍﻧﺴﺎﻥ ﺍﻓﺰﺍﻳﺶ ﺩﺍﺩ .ﺩﺭ ﻧﻬﺎﻳﺖ ﺑﺮﺍﻱ ﺳﻬﻮﻟﺖ ﺷﺒﻴﻪ ﺳﺎﺯﻱ ﻭ ﻃﺮﺍﺣﻲ ﻛﻨﺘﺮﻟﺮ ،ﺑﺎ ﺍﺳﺘﻔﺎﺩﻩ ﺍﺯ ﻣﺠﻤﻮﻋﻪ ﺩﺍﺩﻩ ﻫﺎﻱ
ﺗﺠﺮﺑﻲ ﺳﻴﻨﻤﺎﺗﻴﻜﻲ ﻭ ﺳﻴﻨﺘﻴﻜﻲ ﺭﺍﻩ ﺭﻓﺘﻦ ﻳﻚ ﺍﻧﺴﺎﻥ ﺳﺎﻟﻢ ،ﻳﻚ ﺳﻴﺴﺘﻢ ﺍﺳﺘﻨﺘﺎﺝ ﻓﺎﺯﻱ‐ ﺷﺒﻜﻪ ﻋﺼﺒﻲ ﺑﺎ ﺗﻌﺪﺍﺩ
ﺗﻮﺍﺑﻊ ﻋﻀﻮﻳﺖ ﻣﻴﻨﻴﻤﻢ ﻭ ﺗﻮﺯﻳﻊ ﺑﻬﻴﻨﻪ ﭘﻴﺸﻨﻬﺎﺩ ﺷﺪﻩ ﺍﺳﺖ.

